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Introduction. In [2] it was shown that any stable homeomorphism

of the »-sphere Sn (n>0) could be factored into the product of two

topological dilations. This result was obtained by making repeated

use of the invertibility properties of the sphere. A similar, though

slightly weaker, proposition is true, and is proved in this paper, for

the stable group on Euclidean w-space, En. However, since En is not

invertible, a procedure somewhat different from that employed in [2 ]

must be followed here.

Definitions and notation. If n is a positive integer, we denote by

En w-dimensional Euclidean space, by G the group of stable homeo-

morphisms of En onto itself, by H the subgroup of G consisting of all

those homeomorphisms of E" onto itself each of which is supported

on some »-cell, and by 6 we mean the collection of all images under

the elements of H of the unit w-cell in En. If DEEn, we denote the

interior of D by D°. If/, gEG, then gfg"1 is called a stable conjugate

of/.
Definition 1. If pEEn and {£><}«"_. = 2DC<3, then the pair

(p, 33) is called a dilation structure on En, provided

(a) DiED°i+i,    -oo<i<oo,

(b) D§D= {p}, and
(c) U £> = £".
Definition 2. An element d of G is called a topological dilation on

E" if there exists a dilation structure (p, 33) on En such that d(D{)

= Di+i, — oo <i< oo. In this case (p, 33) is said to be a dilation struc-

ture for d, and d is said to be carried by (p, 33).

An example of a canonical topological dilation, d, is a homeo-

morphism of En onto itself which expands radially outward from the

origin. That is if xEEn, then d(x)=rx where r is a fixed real

number greater than 1. Here d is carried by the dilation structure

(fi, {d*(C) },!_„), where p is the origin and C is the unit w-cell cen-

tered at the origin. Clearly any stable conjugate of d is a topological

dilation, and from Theorem 1 below we may conclude the converse:

that any topological dilation is a stable conjugate of d.
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Two lemmas and a theorem.

Lemma 1. Suppose K0, KiEQ with AiCAj and gEG with g(A0)

EKl. Suppose also that {AlT-iCe, Di+1ED°t, *^1, DiEK°i, and
fl {Di},1, is a single point. Then there exists hEH, supported on Ki such

that ihg) ;(A0) = Di, for * £ 1.

Lemma 2. ^4wy dilation structure carries a topological dilation.

Proof. See the proofs of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 in [2].

Theorem 1. Suppose di and d2 are topological dilations on En. Then

there exists anfEG such that di=fd2f~1.

Proof. The proof of this follows from Theorem 1 in [2] along with

a couple of observations. If h is a stable homeomorphism of En onto

itself then its natural extension to S" obtained by leaving fixed the

point at infinity is stable on S"; and conversely, if h is stable on S"

and leaves the point at infinity fixed, then h restricted to E" is stable

on En. Thus, if, in Theorem 1 in [2], one considers gi and gi to be the

extensions to S" of di and di respectively, then the stable homeo-

morphism r constructed there does leave the point at infinity fixed;

and therefore we may take/=r|En.

The Factorization Theorem. Suppose f EG andf is not the iden-

tity. Then there exist topological dilations, di and di, such that dif=di.

Proof. Since/ is not the identity, there exists a point pi such that

Pi*fipi)=pi- Select Co, AG© with piEC°0, C0CD°iDfiCo), and
fiCo)DCo = 0. We may also select {A^laCe with U {Z?<}t"-, = E»

and such that ACAV and DiEfiD°i+i) for *£1.
Now set D0=fiCo) and select {A^I-iCC with n[A}<~-i = {pi}

and DiED°+l for ij£ — 1. Since ip2, {A}*L_„) is a dilation structure,

by Lemma 2 it carries a topological dilation d. That is diDi)=Di+i

for — oo < i < oo.

Set g=f~1d~2 and consider g(A): d~2iDx) =D-iED°0=fiCo). There-

fore giDi)=f-1d-2iDi)=f-1iD-i)Et1iD°o) = Co. Set A1 = g(A) and

Ko=C0. Since CoC-D?, g(C0)Cg(£>?)= A?. Hence g(A„)CA°. Now

select qEK\ and JF^f-iCC with PiCA?, n{P,-}(11= {g}, and
F.+iCPf1 for i^l. By Lemma 1 there exists hEH, supported on Kit

such that ihgYiKo) = Fi for i^l.
We now show that r = d2hfhrx is a topological dilation carried by

(g, {/'(Co)}*"!-*). Consider r(C0). Since ft is supported on Ai and

AiCC h~1iCo) = Co; also fiCo)=Do, ft(A)=A, and d2iD0)=D2.
Therefore r(C0) =D2. Now we consider r2(Co) = r(A). Since ft is sup-

ported  on Ki,  ft-»(A)=A;  also /(Pi)DA.  Thus ft/(A)=/(A).
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Hence r(D2)=d2/(D2)Z}d2(Di) =Z>3. Continuing in this manner it is

easy to see that r*(Co)DZ\- for tjjil. From this and the fact that

CoO(Co) we conclude that ri(C0)Eri+1(Co) for -<x><;<oo and

U {r*(C0)},"—. =En. It only remains to show that {q} =l"l {r{(C0) },~=o-

Consider r-1(Ca)=h/-1h-1d-2(Co). Since d~2(C0)EDo, hr^dr*(CB)

= d~2(Co). Hence r-1(Co)=h/-1h-1d-2(Co)=h/-1d-2(Co)=hg(Co) = Fx.

Now consider r~2(C0)=r-1(Fi). Again, since d~2(Fx)ED0, we have

that hr1d-»(F1)=d-i(Fi), and consequently i-^Fx) = h/-1h-1d~2(Fx)

= h/~1d~i(Fx) = hg(Fx) = F2. Continuing in this manner we see that

r~i(Co) = Fi for «£1. Hence {g} = n{r<(C0) },~o and r = d-%/h~1 is a

topological dilation. Observing that di = hr1d% and d2 = h_1rh are

topological dilations and that dif = d2 completes the proof of the the-

orem.

Corollary. Suppose d is a topological dilation and / is a stable

homeomorphism. Then / is the product 0/ a stable conjugate 0/ d by a

stable conjugate 0/ d"1.

Proof. If/is the identity, then/=dd_1. Suppose/is not the iden-

tity. Then by Theorem 2 there are topological dilations di and d2

such that di/—di. By Theorem 1 there exist stable homeomorphism

ri and r2 such that dx = rldrx1 and d2 = r2dr21. Hence rxdrr1/=rtdrr1,

and therefore/= (rxd'hr^fadrr1).
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